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Introduction We report a previously overlooked – but important pitfall in spherical deconvolution approaches for reconstructing fibre orientation distribution functions (fODF’s) that arises specifically from the use of a spherical harmonic (SH) basis. Moreover, we show that this pitfall can be avoided by using alternative (non-SH) SD approaches. Spherical deconvolution based HARDI techniques assume that fODFs can be recovered through deconvolution of an idealised response function pertaining to a ‘single fibre population’ from the observed diffusion weighted (DW) signal. Since this response function cannot be known a priori, estimates are often derived from areas of high anisotropy (FA > 0.8). While such estimates may be appropriate for study of healthy adult white matter, development2, disease, or study of a different tissue type (e.g. muscle) can result in significant changes in diffusion characteristics, creating a marked difference between the assumed (calibration, C) and actual (target, T) fibre response profiles (i.e., ‘mis-calibration’). We explore the effects of mis-calibration on two published SD techniques – constrained spherical harmonic deconvolution (CSHD)3 and damped Richardson-Lucy (dRL4,5). To elucidate the issue, we present results from single fibre populations (all fibres aligned along the same axis).

Methods DW data were simulated for a 60 direction b=2000s/mm2 scheme sampling a single fibre population with Trace = 2.1x103 mm2/s, varying FA (0.1<FA<0.9) and SNRs of 10, 30, 50 and ∞ with 500 repetitions per noisy FA/SNR pairing. For all possible calibration/target/SNR tuples (C=0.1-0.9, T=0.1-0.9, SNR=10, 30, 50, ∞) both CSHD and dRL were applied and all fODF peaks recovered. From these data we extract: 1. 95% cone of uncertainty in peak fibre orientation for each tuple; 2. Quantity and magnitudes of spurious fODF peaks; 3. Angular distribution of spurious peaks with respect to true fibre orientation: 4. Likely tractography failure rates with failure defined by (a) an incomi

Discussion/Conclusion Despite substantial focus on the ability of new SD methods to resolve crossing fibres, accurate resolution of single fibre ODFs is rarely tested – yet is surprisingly non trivial. This is particularly true of CSHD which displays a consistent vulnerability to mis-calibration that is independent of noise-induced error. The CSHD spurious peaks are seen to coincide exactly with the zero-crossings/minima of the 2nd order Legendre polynomial (i.e. the harmonic with the highest ‘single fibre’ descriptive power). These peaks arise due to descriptive deficiencies in the harmonic representation scheme which, as target anisotropy decreases (spurious peaks only occur as calibration exceeds target FA), resulting in increasing residuals that are interpreted as additional fibres. Since dRL does not employ such a harmonic basis for parametrization, it does not exhibit the same sensitivity to mis-calibration and so, with the exception of very low SNR’s, can largely be considered calibration-agnostic (Fig. 2). Thus, in cases where a ‘one-size fits all’ single-fibre response function is inappropriate, dRL outperforms methods based on a spherical harmonic basis.